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2 Baldur's Gaten• 

About Tales of the Sword Coast------
Tates of the Sword Coast is an expansion for the game Baldur's Gate. 
You must own Baldur's Gate and currently have it installed on your PC to play. 
However, Tales of the Sword Coast is not a new chapter in the saga of Baldur's 
Gate; rather, it is literally an expansion of the game world which increases the 
number of areas available to explore and adventure through. Because of this, 
Tales of the Sword Coast is played within the Chapters of Baldur's Gate. 

If you have not completed the original game of Baldur's Gate, you will notice 
very little difference initially after installing Tales of the Sword Coast. New 
adventure areas will become available, but you will have to find them first. 

If you have already completed the original game, you will start adventuring 
with your last save game file (and party) in the town of "Ulgoth's Beard", 
having traveled there from the city of Baldur's Gate. The new adventure areas 
can be accessed through Ulgoth's Beard. You may return to Baldur's Gate (or 
adventure in any of the other areas of the original game) at any time, but be 
warned: the game state remains set at just PRIOR to the final big battle in the 
original game. What this means is that if you return to Baldur's Gate, you may 
find that there is someone waiting for you ... 

Your previous saved games will be affected by installing this expansion. 
However, a simple utility has been included with Tales of the Sword Coast"' to 
update your save game files. For Multiplayer games all players must either have 
the expansion or not have the expansion installed. A game in which some 
players are using Tales of the Sword Coast and some are not will not connect. 
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Getting Started------------
ro play Tales of the Sword Coast (TSC) you must have Baldur's Gate installed. 
If you don't have Baldur's Gate installed you must re-install your copy of the 
game. Refer to the Baldur's Gate manual for installation instructions. 

With Baldur's Gate installed, insert the TSC CD into your CD-ROM drive and 
follow the onscreen instructions. If your Autorun in not enabled, click on the 
icon representing your CD-ROM drive under 'My Computer' . This will bring up 
a listing of the files on the TSC Disc. Find AUTORUN.EXE and double click to 
start the launch application. 

After installing the game, other options will be available on the launching 
menu: 

View Readme The Readme file contains last minute information and changes 
that could not be printed in this manual. Please take the time to view the 
Readme file if you are having any problems with this product. 

Register Please take a minute to register Tales of the Sword Coast with Black 
Isle Studios. Your feedback is appreciated and will put you on the mailing list 
for special offers and game promotions. 

Exit This will close the launch window. 

View Demos Demos of other Black Isle Studios products have been included 
with Baldur's Gate. Please see the Readme file for descriptions and instructions 
on how to run them. 

Configure The hotkeys and some other settings used while playing Baldur's 
Gate and TSC can be modified using this utility. Select the hotkey you would like 
to change and enter the new hotkey assignment, or modify the value shown. 

Play After you have everything set, click on the Play button to begin playing. 
After viewing the logo and introduction movies, you can select to load one of 
your previous save files from Baldur's Gate or you can begin a new single or 
multiplayer game. 

To start playing again later, select the Baldur's Gate application from the 
Black Isle Studios program group in your start menu. 

Uninstall When you're ready, the Uninstall option will clean up everything 
except your saved games and game cache. 
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How to Get Help---""'"!"'"--------
TECHNICAL SUPPORT 
TROUBLESHOOTING DOCUMENTS ONLINE! 
Interplay Productions Technical Support now offers troubleshooting guides with complete installation and 
setup instructions as well as information that will help you overcome the most common difficulties. If you 
have access to the World Wide Web, you can find these at 
www.interplay.com/supporU 
Here you will find troubleshooting information on as well as information on regular system maintenance 
and performance. 
DirectX www.interplay.com/supporUdirect:X/ 
joysticks www.interplay.com/supporUjoystick/ 
Modems and Networks www.interplay.com/supporUmodem/ 
(For game-specific information and additional troubleshooting, visit our main page at 

www.interplay.com) 

If you have questions about the program, our Technical Support Department can help. Our web site contains 
up-to-date information on the most common difficulties with our products, and this information is the same 
as that used by our product support technicians. We keep the product support pages updated on a regular 
basis, so please check here first for no-wait solutions: 
www.interplay.com/support/ 
If you are unable to fmd the information you need on our web site, please feel free to contact Technical 
Support via e-mail, phone, fax, or letter. Please be sure to include the following information in your e-mail 
message, fax, or letter: 

Title of Game 
Computer manufacturer 
Operating system (Windows 95, DOS 6.22, etc.) 
Sound card type and settings (address, IRQ, DMA) 
A copy of the CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT 
files from your hard drive 

CPU type and speed in MHz 
Amount of RAM 
Video card 
CD-ROM 
Mouse driver and version 
Joystick and game card (if any) 

A description of the problem you're having. lf you need to talk to someone immediately, call us at (949) 553-6678 
Monday through Friday between S:OOAM-5: 45PM, Pacific Standard 11me with 24 hours, 7 days a week suppon 
available through the use of our automated wizard. Please have the above information ready when you call. This 
will help us answer your question in the shonest possible time. When you call you will initially be connected with 
our automated wizard. For information penaining to your specific title, press "l " on the main menu and listen 
carefully to all prompts. All titles are listed alphabetically. After you have seleaed your title, the most common 
difficulties will be listed. If the difficulty you are having is not listed or you need additional assistance, you may 
press "0" on your games main menu, and you will be transferred to a Technical Suppon Representative. No hints or 
codes are available from this line. Hint information is available below. 

Interplay Productions Support Fax: (949) 252-2820 
Interplay Productions Technical Support 
16815 Von Karman Avenue 
Irvine, CA 92606 

HOW TO REACH US ONLINE 

INTERNET E-MAIL: 
WORLD WIDE WEB: 
FTP: 

support@interplay.com 
www.interplay.com 

ftp.interplay.corn 

Stumped?!?! Frustrated?? Stuck?? Or do you just want to know the latest codes and tricks for this and many 
other Interplay titles?? Well, look no further because the solution for all these problems is just a phone call 
away. Pick up the phone and call the Interplay Hintline at l.900.370.PLAY<7529>. 

You can call this line 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. And best of all, it only costs 954 a minute, 
with all long distance charges included in that price .... you can't beat that for a great deal. 
Remember, you must be over 18 or have your parent's permission to call the hintline. You must 
have a touch-tone phone. This service is only available in the U.S. Charges and information are 
subject to change without notice. 
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Playing Tales of the Sword Coast 
After you have installed Tales of the Sword Coast (TSC) on your .system, there 
is no distinguishing between Baldur's Gate (BG) and the expansion. The new 
areas, quests, items, and everything else that TSC adds are merged seamlessly 
into the existing world of BG on your PC. 

There are three different scenarios in which you can start to play the game: 
t) You are starting a new game with TSC installed. 
2) You have a save somewhere in the middle of a game of BG that you will 

be playing. 
3) You have beaten BG and have the final save game. 

starting a new game. If you are starting a new game, there is no difference 
between your new TSC game and a new BG game. Refer to the sections on 
character creation, classes, races, etc in the BG manual. 

continuing an in-progress Save. After you have installed the expansion, load 
up your save game just as you did while you were playing BG. All of the new 
things in TSC are added into the world and you will have the option of 
completing those quests and exploring those areas when you arrive there. 

Using a Save where you have beaten the game. If you have beaten the 
original game, BG saves a 'final save' prior to the final battle. Loading this 
final save game will put you back into the game world, but things have 
changed slightly. First, it is still Chapter 7 and you have not yet completed the 
game. Second, the world has all of the TSC changes made to it. You will start 
in Ulgoth's Beard, having adventured there from Baldur's Gate. You can return 
to BG at any time. At some point you will want to beat the game again. We 
have made the ending more interesting, challenging, and more rewarding. 

Where are These New Areas? 
If you wish to get to the new adventure areas right away, you can fmd 
directions on your TSC CD in the text file titled "New Areas.TXT". otherwise, 
you can adventure around and try to fmd them naturally. 

~, f ~ tfw ~ .wd to ~ *"I ~ 
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Interface and Rules Changes 
The majority of the interface in Baldur's Gate has not been changed in Tules of 
the Sword Coast. However, there have been a few tweaks to how things work in 
the game. There were also some unmentioned features in Baldur's Gate, or 
things that were added through patches that we feel should be mentioned here. 

Unmentioned Features in BG 
Quick Save 
You can quickly save your game just by hitting the 'q' key on your keyboard. 
This is much less disruptive than going through the Options menu to save 
your game. Your Quick Save is always saved in the same slot, which is 
labelled as such. 

Support for increasing the path searching AI 
Some people have had problems with their party members getting lost (or 
stuck) when trying to move the party as a group. We have already improved 
this with TSC, however you may decide to adjust the settings further. In the 
Configure utility there is a box for path search nodes. 

To increase or decrease the AI, vary the number of Nodes (beyond 4,000) . The 
range can vary from 2,000 to 32,000. Increasing the number above 4,000 will 
increase the number of nodes in path searching at the expense of 
responsiveness to movement commands (i.e. your characters will react slightly 
slower because they are 'thinking' a little bit longer about how to get to where 
you want them to go) . Note that unless your machine is slower than a P2 you 
can probably set the value to 32,000 and not notice any speed difference. 

Starting Gold 
The starting gold for your character is random within a range defined by your 
character class, per Advanced Dungeons and Dragons® rules: 

Character Class Group 
Warrior 
Wizard 
Rogue 
Priest 

Die Range 
(Sd4) x lOgp 
(ld4 + 1) x lOgp 
(2d6) x lOgp 
(3d6) x lOgp 

Range of Results 
SOgp - 200gp 
20gp - SOgp 
20gp - 120gp 
30gp - 180gp 

Multi-class characters use the most advantageous die range of their classes. 
If your character is a mage/thief, the starting gold would be 2d6 x lOgp. 
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Party Order 
To change the order of the characters in your party, drag and drop their 
character portraits to exchange them in the party order. For example, to switch 
the order of "Charl" and "Char2" left click on Charl, continue to hold down the 
mouse button and move the cursor over the portrait of Char2. Release the 
mouse button and Charl and Char2 will change places. 

Changes to the Baldur's Gate game after 
installing Tales of the Sword Coast 
Area Effect Spells 
All area effect spells have been altered so they only affect people still within 
the area of effect when the spell triggers (for example, it is now possible to run 
out of the blast radius of a Fireball spell as it is exploding). You will only take 
damage if the fire actually hits you. 

Q~tat~Wf\,~~~~~"tfw~~ 
~~~-Vote 

Autopause 
There is now an option for the game to automatically pause whenever an 
enemy is sighted. 

Character Hotkeys 
Pressing character hotkeys will center the screen on a character if the character 
is already selected. 

Inventory Autostacking 
Items added to a character's inventory will automatically stack with other 
items of the same kind. 
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Item Status 
Unidentified magic items are now tinted blue. When opening containers (chests, 
sacks, etc) any items not usable by the character opening the container will be 
tinted red - as they were in the inventory and shop screens in BG. 

Projectiles 
The speed of all projectiles (normal and magical) has been doubled to reflect 
more realistic travel times. 

Quick Load 
For single player games ONLY, hitting Ctrl-L will allow you to quick-load your 
last save game file. 

Save Game Status 
Saved games will now also record the state of NPC AI (on/off) and text panel size. 

Stealth/Backstabbing 
A thief's ability to hide in shadows and move silently (stealth) will be affected 
by the presence (or absence) of shadows. 

Additionally, a thief's ability to backstab an opponent on the first attack while 
in stealth mode now requires the thief to be behind the target. 

World Map 
The world map has been altered slightly to make possible the connections with 
the new areas in the game. Its use has not been changed. However, tool tip 
help on the World Map now shows traveling time (in hours) between locations. 
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12 Character Bottom Buttons 
The five class-based buttons at the bottom of the screen have been changed so 
that more character classes have two Quick Weapons. 

Class Slot 4 (F6) Slot 5 (F7) 

Fighter 

Paladin 11 Cast Spell 

Ranger IJ Cast Spell 

Wizard IJ Cast Spell 

Cleric IJCastSpell 

Druid IJCastSpell 

Bard 11 Cast Spell 

Thief ~Stealth 

Fighter/Thief 

Fighter/Cleric 

11 Cast Spell 

Wizard/Thief 11 Cast Spell 

ill Quick Spell IJ Cast Spell 

Cleric/Thief i'f stealth IJ Cast Spell 

llJ Quick Spell IJcastSpell 

iii Stealth IJ Cast Spell 

ll Cast Spell 

IJ Cast Spell 
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Experience and Gaining Levels 
Baldur's Gate has a limit on the amount of experience that a character can 
achieve during the course of the game. This was set at 89,000 experience 
points which allowed character classes to advance as high as 7th or 8th level 
depending on their class. This limit is being raised in Baldur's Gate to 161,000 
experience points. This will allow you to go up at least one level, depending on 
your class, with TSC installed. Please refer to the experience point tables at the 
end of this manual for specifics by character class. 

Roger Wilcorn 
Thles of the Sword comes with Roger Wilco™ voice communication software that 
allows you to talk to your friends over the Internet while playing Baldur's Gate and 
TSC multiplayer. You will have the option to install Roger Wilco when installing 
TSC for the first time, or you can go back and install it later. See the readme file for 
more details on configuring Roger Wilco to work with your computer. 

Higher Level Spells -------------
For your convenience we have included all level 4 and 5 spells for both priests 
and wizards rather than just the new spell entries. Level 1 through 3 spells 
remain unchanged. 

M~ 4 tf.M ~ ~ ~ '*"'! ~ ~, W we wi.e 
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Mage Spells - Level 4 
Confusion (Enchantment/Charm) 

Range: Visual range qf caster 
Duration: 2 rounds + 1 round/level 
Casting Jfme: 4 

Area qf lllfect: 60-.foot cube 
Saving Throw: Spedal 

This spell causes confusion in one or more creatures within the area, creating 
indecision and the inability to take effective action. All creatures within the 
area of affect are allowed saving throws vs. spell with - 2 penalties. Those 
successfully saving are unaffected by the spell. 
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The spell lasts for two rounds plus one round for each level of the caster. Those 
who fail their saving throws will either go berserk, stand confused or wander 
about for the duration of the spell. Wandering creatures move as far from the 
caster as possible, according to their most typical mode of movement (characters 
walk, fish swim, bats fly, etc.) . Any C01lfused creature that is attacked perceives 
the attacker as an enemy and acts according to its basic nature. 

Dimension Door (Alteration) 
Range: O Area ef lf!fect: The caster 

A saving Throw: None Duration: Instant 
Casting Jfme: 1 

This spell transports the caster to any place within the visual range of the 
caster. When the spell is cast a dimensional portal opens up in front of the 
caster, which he immediately steps through. 

Emotion-Hopelessness (Enchantment/Charm) 
Range: Visual range ef caster Area ef lilfect· 60-faot cube 
Duration: 2 rounds + 1 round/level Saving Throw: Special 
Casting Jfme: 4 

When this spell is cast the wizard can affect the emotional state of those 
around him. The effect of this is to inflict a feeling of hopelessness upon the 
enemies within the visual sight of the caster. Upon a failed save vs. spell, the 
effected can be seen to lay down where they stand and appear to give over all 
will to a higher power. This will last for the duration of the spell upon which 
they will return to normal. 

The secondary effect of this spell is to instill upon the caster the feeling of 
courage. This will remove any effects of panic and restore his morale, as well 
as preventing the above from creeping forth into his psyche. There is no save 
vs. this and it will last for the duration of the spell. It will, however, be 
affected by magic resistance and other such things. 

Greater Matison (Enchantment/Charm) 
Range: Visual range ef caster Area ef lilfect: Up to 
Duration: 2 rounds/level 60-Joot cube 
Casting Jfme: 4 Saving Throw: None 

The spell allows the caster to adversely affect all the saving throws of his enemies. 
The effect is applied to all hostile creature within the area of effect. Opponents 
under the influence of this spell make all saving throws at a penalty of -2. 
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Improved Invisibility (Illusion/Phantasm) 
Range: lbuch Area ef Ifffect: Creature 
Duration: 10 rounds touched 
Casting Jfme: 4 Saving Throw: None 

This spell is similar to the Invisibility spell, but the recipient is able to attack, 
either by missile discharge, melee combat, or spellcasting, and remain unseen. 
Note, however, that there are sometimes telltale traces, a shimmering, so that 
an observant opponent can attack the invisible spell recipient. These traces are 
only noticeable when specifically looked for (after the invisible character has 
made his presence known). Attacks against the invisible character suffer -4 
penalties to the attack rolls, and the invisible character's saving throws are 
made with a +4 bonus. 

Minor Globe of Invulnerability (Abjuration) 
Range: 0 Area ef lf!fect: 5-:foot-
Duration: 1 round/level radius sphere 
Casting Jfme: 4 Saving Throw: None 

This spell creates an immobile, faintly shimmering magical sphere around the 
~ster that prevents any lst-, 2nd-, or 3rd-level spell effects from penetrating 
(1.e., the area of effect of any such spells does not include the area of the 
Minor Globe ef Invulnerability). This includes innate abilities and effects from 
devices. However, any type of spell can be cast out of the magical sphere, and 
these pass from the caster of the globe to their subject without affecting the 
minor globe. Fourth and higher level spells are not affected by the globe. The 
globe can be brought down by a successful Dispel Magic spell. 

Monster Summoning II (Conjuration/Summoning) 
Range: 40 yards Area ef lfffect: Special 
Duration: 12 rounds Saving Throw: None 
Casting Jfme: 4 

This spell is much like the 3rd-level Monster Summoning I spell, except that 
this spell summons 12 HD of monsters. These appear anywhere within the 
spell range and attack the caster's opponents, until the spell duration expires, 
or the monsters are slain. 
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Otiluke's Resilient Sphere (Alteration) 
Range: 0 Area ef lfffect: target 
Duration: 1 round/level creature 
Casting Time: 1 Saving Throw: Neg 

When this spell is cast, the result is a globe of shimmering force that encloses 
the subject creature-if it fails to successfully save vs. spell. The resilient sphere 
will contain its subject for the duration of the spell. The sphere is completely 
immune to all damage; the only method of removing the sphere is by the use 
of a Dispel Magic spell. Hence the creature caught inside the globe is 
completely safe from all attacks, but at the same time is completely unable to 
affect the outside world. 

A ~w~ 'tii ~ ~ ftcm-~ ~ wnttt 'Je- wte
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Polymorph Other (Alteration) 
Range: Visual range ef caster 
Duration: Pennanent 
Casting Time: 4 

Area ef Jfffect: 1 creature 
Saving Throw: Neg. 

The Po{ymorph Other spell is a powerful magic that permanently alters the form 
of the creature affected. Mental attributes are not affected, but the target does 
not receive the special abilities of the new form. However all physical attributes 
are changed to adhere to the new form. This is a specific version of the spell in 
that the recipient will be transformed into a squirrel unless a save vs. 
petrification/polymorph is made successfully. The transformation is instant and 
permanent until a Dispel Magic is cast successfully upon the affected creature. 
The natural attacks of the new form also become available and all clothes and 
equipment that the target was wearing will mold into the new form. 

Tt.N. ~ .W tte .wwiu, f <Wk-~, 4 ~ ~ 4 ~ 
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Polymorph Self (Alteration) 
Range: O 
Duration: 1 tum 
+ 3 rounds/level 
Casting Time: 4 

Area ef Jfffect: Self 
Saving Throw: None 

When this spell is cast, the wizard is able to assume the form of another creature. 
The caster also gains the physical mode of locomotion and breathing as well. This 
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spell does not give the new form's other abilities such as special attacks and 
magic, nor does it run the risk of the wizard changing personality and mentality. 

When the spell is cast, for the duration of the spell the caster may transform 
into any of the new forms at any time, and as many times as he wishes. The 
caster gains the natural attacks of the new form in some cases and may use 
weapons in others. The mental attributes of the wizard remain the same, 
however all the physical attributes are attained from the new form. Also, any 
natural protections that the new form offer are conferred to the wizard, such as 
the resistance to missile and blunt weapons possessed by a slime. 

Remove Curse (Abjuration) 
Range: Touch 
Duration: Pennanent 
Casting Time: 4 

Area ef lfffect: Special 
Saving Throw: Special 

Upon casting this spell, the wizard is usually able to remove a curse on an 
object, on a person, or in the form of some undesired sending or evil presence. 
Note that the Remove curse spell does not remove the curse from a cursed 
shield, weapon, or suit of armor, for example, although the spell typically 
enables the person afflicted with any such cursed item to get rid of it. Certain 
special curses may not be countered by this spell, or may be countered only by 
a caster of a certain level or more. 

Spirit Armor (Necromancy) 
Range: Touch 
Duration: 3 turns 
Casting Time: 3 

Area ef lfffect: 1 creature 
Saving Throw: None 

This spell is very similar to the 3rd level spell Ghost Annor in that it creates 
a corporeal barrier around the target's body for the duration of the spell. This 
spell however, actually taps in to the target's life force in order to create the 
barrier. The armor itself is weightless, and does not hinder movement or 
spell casting at all. 

The Spirit Annor does not work cumulatively with any other armor, however 
dexterity bonus' still apply as well as magic rings and a shield. While in effect 
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the AC (armor class) of the recipient will be 1, as if he was wearing plate mail. 
Also, due to the magical nature of the spell, he will also receive a +3 bonus to 
save vs. magical attacks. 

There is a danger however, as when the spell runs out the external portion of 
the spirit is temporarily lost, inflicting 2d4 points of damage upon the target. 

Mage Spells - Level 5 --------
Animate Dead (Necromancy) 

Range: 10 yards 
Duration: 8 hours 
Casting Jfme: 1 round 

Area ef lfffect: Spedal 
Saving Throw: None 

This spell creates the lowest of the undead monsters, (skeletons) usually from 
the bones or bodies of dead humans, demihumans, or humanoids. The spell 
causes these remains to become animated and obey the simple verbal 
commands of the caster, regardless of how they communicated in life. The 
skeletons or zombies can follow the caster, remain in an area and attack any 
creature (or just a specific type of creature) entering the place, etc. The undead 
remain animated until they are destroyed in combat, 8 hours pass, or are 
turned; the magic cannot be dispelled. The mage can animate one skeleton for 
each experience level he has attained. 

Chaos (Enchantment/Charm) 
Range: Visual range ef caster 
Dwation: 3 rounds+ I rowzd/level 
Casting Jfme: 4 

Area ef lfffect· 60-Joot cube 
Saving Throw: Spedal 

The effects of this spell are identical to the 4th level spell Coefusion in all 
respects. The victims wander around as if in a daze, sometimes wandering 
away, sometimes attacking, either friend or foe. If the victim is 4th level or 
lower, he does not receive a saving throw versus the effects. However if the 
victim is Sth level or higher, he receives a save vs. spell at -4. The spell lasts 
for the duration or until a successful Dispel Magic is cast. 

Cloudkill (Evocation) 
Range: 10 yards 
Duration: 1 round/level 
Casting Jfme: 5 

Area ef lfffect: 40' wide, 
20' high, 20' deep cloud 
Saving Throw: None 

This spell generates a billowing cloud of ghastly yellowish green vapors that is 
so toxic as to slay any creature with fewer than 4 + 1 Hit Dice, and cause 
creatures with 4 + 1 to 6 Hit Dice to roll saving throws vs. poison with - 4 
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penalties or be slain. Holding one's breath has no effect on the lethality of the 
spell. Those above 6th level (or 6 Hit Dice) must leave the cloud immediately 
or suffer 1d1 o points of poison damage each round while in the area of effect. 

Domination (Enchantment/Charm) 
Range: Visual range ef caster 
Duration: 12 hours 
Casting Jfme: 5 

Area ef lfffect: 1 creature 
Saving Throw: Neg. 

The Domination spell enables the caster to control the actions of any creature 
while the spell is in effect. This control is maintained through a telepathic link 
between the caster and the victim. Unlike the 4th level priest spell Mental 
Domination, the target has no option for release, even if made to do something 
against his morals, except of course a Dispel Magic. The target gets a saving 
throw vs. spell at -2 in order to avoid the effect. 

Feeblemind (Enchantment/Charm) 
Range: Visual range ef caster 
Duration: permanent 
Casting Jfme: 5 

Area ef lfffect: 1 creature 
Saving Throw: Neg 

Feeblemind causes the subject's intellect to degenerate to that of a moronic 
child. The subject remains in this state until a successful Dispel Magic is cast upon 
him. The victim must make a save vs. spell at -2 in order to avoid the effect. 

Hold Monster (Enchantment/Charm) 
Range: Visual range ef caster Area ef Jjffect: 5Joot radius 
Duration: 1 round/level .from target 
Casting Jfme: 5 Saving Throw: Neg 

This spell holds 1 d4 creatures of any type rigidly immobile and in place for 
nine or more rounds, unless a save vs. spells is made with a -2 penalty. 

The effect is centered on the victim selected by the caster. Every enemy within 
5 feet of the target is also effected. Those who succeed on their saving throws 
are totally unaffected by the spell. Undead creatures cannot be held. 

Held creatures cannot move or speak, but they remain aware of events around 
them and can use abilities not requiring motion or speech. Being held does not 
prevent the worsening of the subjects' condition due to wounds, disease, or poison. 
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Monster Summoning III (Conjuration/Summoning) 
Range: 40 yards Area ef lfffect: Special 
Duration: 12 minutes (1 minute) Saving Throw: None 
Casting Jfme: 5 

This spell is much like the 3rd-level Monster Summoning I spell, except that 
this spell summons 16 HD of monsters. These appear within spell range 
and attack the caster's opponents, until the spell duration expires, or the 
monsters are slain. 

Shadow Door (Illusion/Phantasm) 
Range: 1 o yards Area ef lfffect: Special 

Saving Throw: None Duration: 1 round level 
Casting Jfme: 2 

By means of this spell, the wizard creates the illusion of a door. The illusion 
also permits the wizard to appear to step through this "door" and disappear. In 
reality he has darted aside and can flee, totally invisible (as per the Improved 
Invisibility spell), for the spell duration. A true seeing spell, a gem of seeing, 
or similar magical means can discover the wizard. 

Priest Spells - Level 4 
Animal Summoning I (Conjuration, Summoning) 

Range: One exten'or area Area ef lfffect: Special 
Duration: 24 minutes Saving Throw: None 
Casting Jfme: 7 

By means of this spell, the caster calls up to eight animals that have 4 Hit 
Dice or less, of whatever sort the caster names when the summoning is made. 
The type of animals that come depend on the surroundings of the caster at 
the time of the spell. 

Cure Serious Wounds (Necromancy) 
Range: Touch Area ef lfffect: Creature 
Duration: Permanent touched 
Casting Jfme: 7 Saving Throw: None 

This spell is a more potent version of the Cure Light Wounds spell. When 
laying his hand upon a creature, the priest heals 17 points of wound or other 
injury damage to the creature's body. This healing cannot affect noncorporeal, 
nonliving, or extraplanar creatures. 
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Defensive Harmony (Enchantment/Charm) 
Range: Caster Area ef Ifffect· 1 O' radius 
Duration: 6 rounds Saving Throw: None 
Casting Jfme: 1 

Defensive Harmony grants affected creatures a defensive bonus by bestowing an 
enchanted coordination of their attacks and defenses. This allows a group of 
creatures to act as a single unit for a single battle or encounter. The effect is always 
centered on the caster but affects all those within a 10 foot radius. The affected can 
move outside of this area after the spell is cast and still enjoy the benefits of the 
harmony. While the spell is in effect, each affected creature gains a +2 bonus to his 
armor class. This lasts for 10 rounds or until successfully dispelled. 

Free Action (Abjuration) 
Range: Touch 
Duration· 5 rounds+ 1 rowull!evel 
Casting Jfme: 5 

Area ef lfffect· Creature 
touched 
Saving Throw: None 

While under the effects of this spell, the recipient becomes immune to anything 
that limits his movement. This includes the effects of Web, Hold Person, 
Grease and Entangle. 

~~Ml-~~todtcw ~tok~~~ -
~t/~~Me-~~~. -~ 

Mental Domination (Enchantment/Charm) 
Range: Visual range ef caster Area ef !fffect: 1 creature 
Duration: 3 rounds/level Saving Throw: Neg. 
Casting Jfme: 4 

When cast upon a subject, he must make a save vs. spell at -2 in order to 
avoid the priest entering his mind. The effects of this spell are similar to the 
wizard spell Domination, with a few minor differences. First this spell gives the 
priest no access to the subject's thoughts, memory, or sensory apparatus. The 
priest simply is able to command the subject to perform certain tasks or 
functions during the spell duration. To control the subject the priest must be 
within range and must be able to see the subject. Also, this requires a 
moderate amount of concentration from the priest, so he may enter combat 
and attack, however he cannot cast another spell. 
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Neutralize Poison (Necromancy) 
Range: Touch Area ef E;Jfect: Creature 

touched Duration: Instant 
Casting Jfme: 1 Saving Throw: None 

When this spell is placed upon a poisoned individual, it immediately 
neutralizes any poison and restores 10 lost hit points. 

Protection From Evil 10' radius (Abjuration) 
Range: Touch Area ef E;Jfect: 1 O' radius 
Duration: 1 tum/level Saving Throw: None 
Casting Jfme: 7 

When this spell is cast, all creatures within a 1 O' radius are affected 
individually by Protection.from Evil. It creates a magical barrier around the 
recipients at a distance of one foot. The barrier moves with the recipient and 
has two major effects: First, all attacks made by evil or evilly enchanted 
creatures against the protected creature receive a penalty of - 2 to each attack 
roll, and second any saving throws caused by such attacks are made by the 
protected creature with a +2 bonus. 

Protection From Lightning (Abjuration) 
Range: Touch Area 'ef E;Jfect: Creature 
Duration: 5 rounds/level touched 
Casting 1fme: 7 Saving Throw: None 

When the spell is cast it confers complete invulnerability to electrical attack 
such as dragon breath or magical attacks such as Lightning Bolt, Shocking 
Grasp etc .. The protection will last for the duration of the spell or until 
successfully dispelled. 
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Priest Spells - Level 5 --------
Animal summoning II (Conjuration/Summoning) 

Range: 60 yards/level Area ef E;Jfect: Special 
Duration: 24 minutes Saving Throw: None 
Casting 1fme: 8 

By means of this spell, the caster calls up to six animals that have 8 Hit Dice 
or less. Only animals within range of the caster at the time the spell is cast will 
come. The animals summoned aid the caster by whatever means they possess, 
staying until the spell duration expires. Only normal or giant animals can be 
summoned; fantastic animals or monsters cannot be summoned by this spell 
(no chimerae, dragons, gorgons, manticores, etc.). 

Champion's Strength (Alteration) 
Range: Visual range ef caster 
Duration: 3 rounds/level 
Casting Jfme: 2 

Area ef E;Jfect: One creature 
Saving Throw: None 

When this spells is cast, the priest effectively draws on the strength of his 
god's strength and lends it to the target creature, in effect creating a champion. 
The target gains a bonus to his THACO at a rate of 1 for every 3 levels of the 
caster. (A 9th level priest would confer a THACO bonus of 3 to the target, etc.) 
Also the target's strength is set to 18/00 for the duration of the spell, with all 
the bonuses to hit and damage that this strength confers. Note that if the 
targets strength is above 18/00, it will actually be reduced to this value. 

The drawback to this spell is that the priest must concentrate on the 
connection between the target and his god for the duration of the spell, hence 
losing the ability to cast any additional spells during this time. The effect lasts 
for 3 rounds for every level of the caster or until dispelled. 

Chaotic Commands (Enchantment/Charm) 
Range: Visual range ef caster Area ef E;Jfect: One creature 
Duration: 1 tum/level Saving Throw: None 
Casting Jfme: 3 

Chaotic Commands renders a creature immune to magical commands. 
Suggestion, Charm, Domination, Command, Sleep, Co'lfusion are all spells that 
fit into this category. The spells affects only one creature and lasts for the 
duration or until dispelled. 
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Cure Critical Wounds (Necromancy) 
Range: Touch Area ef Ijffect: Creature 
Duration: Permanent Touched 
Casting Jlme: 8 Saving Throw: None 

The Cure Critical Wounds spell is a very potent version of the Cure Light 
Wounds spell. The priest lays his hands upon a creature and heals 27 points of 
damage from wounds or other injuries. The spell does not affect creatures 
without corporeal bodies, those of extraplanar origin, or those not living. 

Flame Strike (Evocation) 
Range: Visual range ef caster 
Duration: Instantaneous 
Casting Jlme: 8 

Area ef Ijffect: Target 
creature 
Saving Throw: 1/2 

When the priest calls down a Flame Strike spell, a vertical column of fue roars 
downward in the exact location called for by the caster. The target must roll a 
saving throw vs. spell. Failure means the creature sustains 8d8 points of 
damage; otherwise, the damage is halved. 

Raise Dead (Necromancy) 
Range: Visual range ef caster 
Duration: Permanent 
Casting Time: 1 round 

Area ef Ijffect: 1 person 
Saving Throw: Spedal 

When the priest casts a Raise Dead spell, he can restore life to a dwarf, gnome, 
half-elf, halfling, elf or human. Note that the body of the person must be 
whole, or otherwise missing parts are still missing when the person is brought 
back to life. The person has but 1 hit point when raised and must regain the 
rest by natural healing or curative magic. 
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Table 1: Character Ability Scores 

Strength Dexterity 

Ability Score Hit Adj Dam.Adi Wt Allow Bashing% Hiss. Att Adj AC Adj 

J -J -1 5 J -J +4 

4 -2 
_, 

15 4 -2 +3 

5 -2 
_, 

15 4 
_, 

+2 

6 -1 0 JO 6 0 +I 

7 -1 0 JO 6 0 0 

8 0 0 50 8 0 0 

9 0 0 50 8 0 0 

10 0 0 70 10 0 0 

II 0 0 70 10 0 0 

12 0 0 90 12 0 0 

IJ 0 0 90 12 0 0 

14 0 0 120 14 0 0 

15 0 0 120 14 0 
_, 

16 0 +I 150 16 +I -2 

17 +I +I 170 18 +2 -J 

18 +I +2 200 20 +2 -4 

18/01-50 +I +J 220 25 - -
18/51-75 +2 +J 250 JO - -
18/76-90 +2 +4 280 J5 - -
18/91-99 +2 +5 320 40 - -
18/00 +3 +6 400 45 - -
19 +3 +7 500 50 +3 -4 

20 +J +8 600 55 +3 -4 

21 +4 +9 700 60 +4 -5 

22 +4 +10 800 65 +4 -5 

23 +5 +II 1000 70 +4 -5 

24 +6 +12 1200 75 +5 -6 

25 +7 +14 1600 80 +5 -6 
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Constitution 

HP Adj 

-2 

-1 

-1 
_, 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

+I 

+2 

+l(+Jl 

+2(+4) 

-
-
-
-
-

+2(+5) 

+2(+5) 

+21+6) 

+2(+6) 

+2(+6) 

+2(+7) 

+2(+7) 

Strength 
Hit Adj: Added or subtracted from the attack roll during combat. A positive 
number makes the opponent easier to hit. 

Dam Adj: Added or subtracted from the damage inflicted by a successful 
melee attack. 

Wt Allow: The characters weight allowance - how much they can carry 
without being encumbered. 

Bashing %: This is the percentage chance a character has to bash open a 
locked door or chest. 

Dexterity 
Miss. Att Adj: Added or subtracted from the to-hit roll when using a ranged 
weapon. A positive number makes the opponent easier to hit. 

AC Adj: Added or subtracted from the character's AC. Since a lower AC is 
better, a lower or more negative number is better. 

Constitution 
HP Adj: This number is added to the Hit Point roll a character makes 
when going up a level or when starting the game. Numbers in parenthesis 
are for warriors only. 
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Intelligence 

Ability Spell % to Max# 
Score Level Learn Spell Spells/Level 

3 - - -
4 - . - -
s - - -
6 - - -
7 - - -
8 - - -
9 4th 3S 6 

10 Sth 40 7 

II Sth 4S 7 

12 6th so 7 

13 6th SS 9 

14 7th 60 9 

IS 7th 6S II 

16 8th 70 II 

17 8th 7S 14 

18 9th 8S 18 

19 9th 9S All 

20 9th 96 All 

21 9th 97 All 

22 9th 98 All 

23 9th 99 All 

24 9th 100 All 

2S 9th 100 All 
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Wisdom 

Lore Bonus % Spell 
Bonus Spells Failure 

-20 - so 
-20 - 4S 

-20 - 40 

-20 - 3S 

-10 - 30 

-10 - 2S 

-10 0 20 

0 0 IS 

0 0 10 

0 0 s 
0 lst 0 

0 lst 0 

+3 2nd 0 

+S 2nd 0 

+7 3rd 0 

+10 4th 0 

+12 lst,4th 0 

+IS 2nd,4th 0 

+20 3rd,Sth 0 

+2S 4th,Sth 0 

+30 Sth,Sth 0 

+35 6th,6th 0 

+40 6th,7th 0 
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Charisma 

Lore Reaction 
Bonus Adj 

-20 ~ 

-20 -7 

-20 ~ 

-20 -S 

-10 -4 

-10 -2 

-10 -1 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 +I 

0 +2 

+3 +3 

+S +4 

+7 +4 

+10 +5 

+12 +8 

+IS +9 

+20 +10 

+2S +II 

+30 +12 

+35 +13 

+40 +14 

Intelligence 
Spell Level: The highest level of spells a wizard with this intelligence can 
comprehend and use. 

% to Learn Spell: The percentage chance that a wizard can learn a spell and 
add it to his spellbook. This number also represents the wizard's chance to 
successfully cast a spell from a scroll. For every spell level higher than the 
wizard can comprehend, the wizard receives a -10% penalty. For example, a 
wizard who can cast 3rd- level spells trying to use a Sth-level spell scroll, has 
a -20% penalty. 

Max # Spells/Level: This is the maximum number of spells that a wizard can 
have in his spell book per level of spell. That is, a 3rd-level wizard with an 
Intelligence of 16 could learn a maximum of 11 lst-level and 11 2nd-level spells. 

Lore Bonus: This bonus is added to the character's Lore ability. This is 
cumulative with the Lore bonus for Wisdom. 

Wisdom 
Bonus Spells: This is the number of additional spells a priest receives for 
exceptional Wisdom. The bonus spells are cumulative as you move down the 
table. Thus, a priest with a 17 in Wisdom gains two lst-, two 2nd-, and one 
3rd-level spell as bonuses to their normal spellcasting abilities. These spells 
become available only when the priest can normally access spells of the 
appropriate level. 

% Spell Failure: The chance that a spell attempt by a priest or druid character 
will fail before being successfully cast. 

Lore Bonus: This bonus is added to the character's Lore ability. This is 
cumulative with the Lore bonus for Intelligence. 

Charisma 
Reaction Adj: This is the penalty or bonus due the character when dealing 
with NPCs or intelligent creatures. 

For encounter reactions, the computer generates a number between 8 and 12, 
and then applies the modifier. The results indicate the reaction of the 
encounter to your party: 

1-7: Hostile reaction 
8-14: Neutral reaction 
15-20: Friendly reaction 
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Table 2: Thieving Ability Modifiers 

Race Dexterity Pick Pickets ( 1 S) Open Locks (10) Detect Traps (S) Stealth (I 0) 
"'°" !ientlv/ Hid! in Shadow!) 

Dwarf - +10 +IS -
Elf +5 -5 - +10 

Gnome - +S +10 +5 

Half Elf +10 - - +5 

Halfling +s +S +S +15 

9 -IS -10 -10 -20 

I 10 -10 -S -10 -15 

I II -S - -5 -10 

I 12 - - - -~ 

I 13-IS - - - -
I 16 - +~ - -
I 17 +S +1n - +5 
I 18 +10 +I~ +5 +10 

I 19 +15 +20 +10 +IS 

I 20 +20 +25 +15 +18 

I 21 +25 +JO +20 +20 

I 22 +JO +JS +2S +23 

I 23 +JS +40 +JO +2S 

I 24 +40 +4S +JS +JO 
I 2S +4S +SO +40 +JS 

•The numbers in parentheses reflect the base ability of a lst-level thief before 
racial/Dexterity modifiers are applied. 
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Table 3a-d: Experience Tables 
la. Warriors lb.Rogue 

Level Fighter Paladin/Ranger lit Diet (dlO) Level Thief/Bard Hit Dice (d6) 

I 0 0 I I 0 I 

2 2,000 2,2SO 2 2 1,250 2 

J 4,000 4,SOO J J 2,SOO J 

4 8,000 9,000 4 4 5,000 4 

5 16,000 18,000 5 5 10,000 s 

6 32,000 J6,000 6 6 20,000 6 

7 64,000 7S,OOO 7 7 40,000 7 

8 12S,OOO 150,000 8 8 70,000 8 

9 250,000 J00,000 9 9 110,000 9 

10 S00,000 600,000 9+J 10 160,000 10 

le. Priests ld. Wizards 

Level Cleric Druid Hit Dice (dB) Level Wizard Hit Dice (d4) 

I 0 0 I I 0 I 

2 l,SOO 2,000 2 2 2,SOO 2 

J J,000 4,000 J J S,000 J 

4 6,000 7,500 4 4 10,000 4 

5 IJ,000 12,SOO s s 20,000 s 

6 27,SOO 20,000 6 6 40,000 6 

7 SS,000 J5,000 7 7 60,000 7 

8 110,000 60,000 8 8 90,000 8 

9 225,000 90,000 9 9 IJS,000 9 

10 450,000 12S,OOO 9+2 10 250,000 10 

Table 4: Colors of the Schools of Magic 
Specialist School Spell Effect Coloration Opposition School* 

Abjurer Abjuration Green Alteration 

Transmuter Alteration Blue Abjuration, Necromancy 

Conjurer Conjuration/Summoning Purple Divination 

Diviner Divination White/Pearl Conjuration/Summoning 

Enchanter Enchantment/Charm Gold Invocation 

Illusionist Illusion Magenta Necromancy 

Invoker Invocation Red Endlantment/Charm, ~ 

Necromancer Necromancy Ice/Blue Illusion 

• The opposition schools are the schools of magic that the specialist cannot romprehend or rast spells from. 
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Tables Sa-c: Spell Progression 
Sa. Wizard 

level I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
I I - - - - - - - -
2 2 - - - - - - - -
3 2 I - - - - - - -
4 3 2 - - - - - - -
5 4 2 I - - - - - -
6 4 2 2 - - - - - -
7 4 l 2 I - - - - -
8 4 l l 2 - - - - -
9 4 3 3 2 I - - - -

Note: Specialist Wizards get one extra spell per level but are prohibited from learning spells of their opposition schools 
(see speU descriptions and Tub le 4 for opposing schools). 

Sb. Priest I 
Druid Level I 2 3 

I I - -
2 2 - -
3 2 I -
4 3 2 -
5 3 3 I 
6 3 3 2 
7 3 3 2 
8 3 3 3 
9 4 4 3 
10 4 4 3 

Note: Priests with high Wisdom receive additional speUs. 
·usable by priests with I 7 or greater wisdom 
" usable by priests with 18 or greater wisdom 

Sc. Bard 
Level I 2 3 

I - - -
2 I - -
3 2 - -
4 2 I -
s 3 I -
6 3 2 -
7 3 2 I 
8 3 3 I 
9 3 3 2 
10 3 3 2 
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4 5 6* 7** 
- - - -
- - - -
- - - -
- - - -
- - - -
- - - -
I - - -
2 - - -
2 I - -
3 2 - -

4 5 6 

- - - . 
- - -
- - -
- - -
- - -
- - -
- - -
- - -
- - -
I - -

Table 6: Melee Weapons 
Weapon I or 2 handed Type' Speed Factor Damage Usable by' 

Arrow - p - 1-6 -
Bolt - p - 1-10 -
Battle Axe I s 7 1-8 F,R,P,B 

Dagger/Throwing Dagger I p 2 1-4 F,R,P,T,B,M,D 

Club I b 4 1-6 F,R,P,T,B,C,D 

Flail I b 7 1-6+1 F,R,P,B,C 

Mace I b 7 1-6+1 F,R,P,B,C 

Throwing Axe I s 4 1-6 F,R,P,B 

Morning Star I b 7 2-8 F,R,P,B,C 

Dart I p 2 1-3 F,R,P,M,T,B,D 

Halberd l p/s 9 1-10 F,R,P,B 

Quarterstaff 2 b 4 1-6 F,R,P,T,B,C,D,M 

Sling Stone I b - 1-4+1 -
Bastard Sword I s 8 2-8 F,R,P,B 

Long Sword I s s 1-8 F,R,P,T,B 

Short Sword I p 3 1-6 F,R,P,T,B 

Scimitar I s 5 1-8 F,R,P,B,D 

War Hammer I b 4 1-4+1 F,R,P,B,C 

Spear 2 p 6 1-6 F,R,P,B,D 

Two-Handed Sword 2 s 10 1-10 F,R,P,B 

's =Slashing p =Piercing b =bludgeoning 
'righter, Ranger, faladin, kleric. !2ruid, Thief, !iard, Mage 

Table 7: Ranged Weapons 
Weapon I or 2 handed ROF' Speed Factor Bonus to Hit Bonus to Damage Usable By' 

Composite Lon2 Bow 2 2 7 +I +2 F,R,P 

Long Bow 2 2 8 +I - F,R,P,B 

Short Bow 2 2 6 - - F,R,P,T,B 

Dagger/Throwin2 Da22e1 I 2 2 - - F,R,P,M,B,T 

Throwing Axe I I 4 - - F,R,P 

Slin2 I I 6 - - F,R,P,T,B,C,D,M 

Darts I 3 2 - - F,R,P, T,B,M,D 

Heavy Crossbow 2 I 10 - +2 F,R,P,B 

Light Crossbow 2 I 7 - - F,R,P,B 

• ROF is Rate of Fire. This is the number of tin1es per combat round that the weapon can be used. 
'fighter, Ranger, faladin, Oeric, llruid, Thief, nard, Mage 
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Tables Sa-b: Armor 
Sa. Armor 'fypes 
Armor Armor Class Usable By 
Buckler (-1 modifier)* F,R,P,T,B,C,D 
Small Shield (-1 modifier)* F,R,P,C 
Medium Shield (-1 modifier)* F,R,P,C 
Large Shield (-1 modifier)* F,R,P,C 
Leather 8 F,R,P,T,B,C,D 
Studded Leather 7 F,R,P,T,B,C,D 
Chain mail 5 F,R,P,B,C 
Splint mail 4 F,R,P,C 
Plate Mail 3 F,R,P,C 
Full Plate Armor I F,R,P,C 

·some shields are heavier than others and they offer increasingly better protection. Here are the 
effects of shields in the game: 

Buckler: gives a -1 to Armor Class but does not protect against missile or piercing weapons. 

Small Shield: gives -1 to Annor Class. but it does not protect against missile weapons. 

Medium Shield: gives -1 to Annor Class 

Large Shield: gives -1 to Armor Class and -2 against missile weapons 

Sb. Armor vs. Weapon 'fypes 
Armor Slashing Piercing Bludgeoning 
Leather armor 0 +2 0 
Studded Leather -2 -1 0 
Chain mail -2 0 +2 
Splint Mail 0 -1 -2 
Plate Mail -3 0 0 
Full Plate -4 -3 0 
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Tables 9a-b: Reputation/Reactions 
9a. Starting Reputation 

Alignment Starting Reputation 

Lawful Good 12 

Neutral Good II 

Chaotic Good II 

Lawful Neutral 10 

Neutral 10 

Chaotic Neutral 10 

Lawful Evil 9 

Neutral Evil 9 

Chaotic Evil 8 

9b. Effects of Actions on Reputation 
Reputation Killing an Injuring an Stealing Killing a 
Level innocent innocent Flaming Fist soldier 

20 (hero) -10 -2 -1 -10 

19 -10 -2 -1 -10 

18 -9 -2 -1 -9 
17 -8 -1 -1 -9 
16 -7 -1 -1 -9 
15 -6 -1 -1 -8 

14 -5 -1 -1 -8 

13 -5 -1 -1 -7 

12 -5 -1 -1 -7 

II -4 -1 -1 -6 

10 -4 -1 -1 -6 

9 -3 -1 -1 -5 

8 -2 -1 0 -5 

7 -2 -1 0 -4 

6 -2 -1 0 -3 

5 -2 -1 0 -2 

4 -I 0 0 -2 

3 -1 0 0 -1 

2 -1 0 0 -1 

I (villain) 0 0 0 0 

Giving money 
to the church* 

-
-
-

+I (500) 

+I (400) 

+I (300) 

+I (300) 

+I (200) 

+I (200) 

+I (100) 

+I (100) 

+I (100) 

+I (100) 

+I (100) 

+I (200) 

+I (200) 

+I (200) 

+I (300) 

+I (400) 

+I (500) 

'The numbers in parentheses indicate the amount of gold pieces that must be donated m 
order to increase reputation. 
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9c. Reputation Reaction Adjustments 9d. NPC Reactions Toward Reputation 
Reputation Effect ALIGNMENT 
20 The party receives a +4 reaction adjustment Reputation Good Neutral Evil 
18-19 The party receives a + 3 reaction adjustment I Break Angry Happy 
16-17 The party receives a +2 reaction adjustment 2 ' Break Angry Happy 
14-15 The party receives a +I reaction adjustment 3 ' Angry Angry Happy 
8-13 No adjustment 

7 The party receives a -1 reaction adjustment 

6 The party receives a -2 reaction adjustment 

4 Angry Unhappy Happy 

5 Angry Unhappy Happy 

6 Unhappy Neutral Happy 
5 The party receives a -3 reaction adjustment. Whenever the party 

enters a new area, there will be a I 0% chance of a group of the 
Flaming Fist soawning in and moving toward the oartv. 

7 Unhappy Neutral Neutral 

8 Unhappy Happy Neutral 

4 The party receives a -4 reaction adjustment. The party receives a -6 9 Neutral Happy Neutral 

reaction adjustment. Whenever the party enters a new area, there 10 Neutral Happy Neutral 
will be a 20% chance of a group of the Flaming Fist spawning and 
moving toward the party. II Neutral Happy Neutral 

3 The party receives a -5 reaction adjustment. Whenever the party 
enters a new area, there will be a 30% chance of a group of the 

12 Neutral Happy Neutral 

13 Happy Neutral Unhappy 
Flaming Fist spawning and moving toward the party. 14 Happy Neutral Unhappy 

2 The party receives a -6 reaction adjustment. Whenever the party 
enters a new area, there will be a 50% chance of a group of the 
Flaming Fist spawning and moving toward the party. 

15 Happy Neutral Unhappy 

16 Happy Neutral Angry 

I The party receives a -7 reaction adjustment. Whenever the party 
enters a new area, a group of warriors will spawn and move toward 

17 Happy Neutral Angry 

18 Happy Neutral Angry 
the party. 19 Happy Unhappy Break 

20 Happy Unhappy Break 

9e. Reputation Effect on Item Cost 
Reputation Pen:entage cost of Reputation A!rm itage mst of 

item from base cost item from base cost 

20 -50% 10 Neutral 

19 -40% 9 +10% 

18 -30% 8 +20% 

17 -20% 7 +20% 

16 -10% 6 +30% 

15 Neutral 5 +40% 

14 Neutral 4 +50% 

13 Neutral 3 +100% 

12 Neutral 2 +l,000% 

II Neutral I +1,000% 
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Interplay Limited 90-Day Warranty 
Interplay warrants to the original purchaser of this Interplay Productions TM product that the 
compact disc or floppy disk(s) on which the software programs are recorded will be free from 
defects in material and workmanship for 90 days from the date of purchase. IF the compact 
disc or floppy disk(s) is found defective within 90 days of original purchase, Interplay agrees 
to replace, free of charge, any product discovered to be defective within such period upon 
receipt at its factory service center of the product, postage paid, with proof of the date of 
purchase. This warranty is limited to the compact disc or floppy disk(s) containing the 
software program originally provided by Interplay and is not applicable to normal wear and 
tear. This shall be void if the defect has arisen through abuse, mistreatment, or neglect. Any 
implied warranties applicable to this product, including warranties of merchantability and 
fitness for a particular purpose are disclaimed. Interplay disclaims all responsibility for 
incidental or consequential damages. 

Some states do not allow limitations as to how long an implied warranty lasts and/or exclusions 
or limitations of incidental or consequential damages so the above limitations and/or exclusions 
or liability may not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific rights, and you may also have 
other rights which vary from state to state. 

Limited Warranty 
If the compact disc or floppy disk(s) should fail after the original 90-<lay warranty period has 
expired, you may return the software program to Interplay at the address noted below with a check 
or money order for $5.00 (U.S. currency) , which includes postage and handling, and Interplay will 
mail a replacement to you. To receive a replacement, you need to enclose the original defective 
compact disc or floppy disk(s) in protective packaging accompanied by: (1) a $5.00 check or money 
order, (2) a brief statement describing the defect, and (3) your return address. If you have a 
problem with your software, you may wish to call us first at (949) 553-6678. lf your compact disc 
is defective and a replacement is necessary, U.P.S. or registered mail is recommended for returns. 
Please send the defective disc(s) only (not the box) with a description of the problem and $5.00 to: 

Warranty Replacements 
Interplay Productions• 16815 Von Karman Avenue• Irvine, CA 92606 

Copying Prohibited 
This software product and the manual are copyrighted and all rights are reserved by Interplay 
Productions and are protected by the copyright laws that pertain to computer software. You may 
not copy the software. You may not loan , sell, rent, lease, give, sub license, or otherwise 
transfer the software (or any copy) . You may not modify, adapt, translate, create derivative 
works, decompile, disassemble, or otherwise reverse engineer or derive source code from all or 
any portion of the software or anything incorporated therein or permit or encourage any third 
party to do so. 

Notice: Interplay reserves the right to make modifications or improvements to the product 
described in tl1e manual at any time and without notice. 
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Software Use Limitations And Limited License 
This copy of Baldur's Gate Tales of the Sword Coast(the Software) is intended solely for your 
personal noncommercial home entertainment use. You may not decompile, reverse engineer, or 
disassemble the Software, except as permitted by law. Interplay Productions retains all right, title 
and interest in the Software including all intellectual property rights embodied therein and 
derivatives thereof. The Software, including, without limitation, all code, data structures, 
characters, images, sounds. text, screens, game play, derivative works and all other elements of 
the Software may not be copied, resold, rented, leased, distributed (electronically or otherwise). 
used on pay-per-play, coin---0p or other for-charge basis, or for any commercial purpose. Any 
permissions granted herein are provided on a temporary basis and can be withdrawn by 
Interplay Productions at any time. All rights not expressly granted are reserved. 

Modem and Network Play: If the Software contains modem or network play, you may play the 
Software via modem transmission with another person or persons directly without 
transmission through a third party service or indirectly through a third party service only if 
such service is an authorized licensee of Interplay. For the purposes of this license, a third 
party service refers to any third party service which provides a connection between two or 
more users of the Software, manages, organizes, or facilitates game play, translates protocols, 
or otherwise provides a service which commercially exploits the Software, but does not include 
a third party service which merely provides a telephonic connection (and nothing more) for 
modem or network play. Authorized licensee services are listed on the Interplay Productions 
World Wide Web Site located at http://www.interplay.com. This limited right to transmit the 
Software expressly excludes any transmission of the Software or any data streams thereof on 
a commercial basis, including, without limitation, transmitting the Software by way of a 
commercial service (excepting those specific commercial services licensed by Interplay) which 
translates the protocols or manages or organizes game play sessions. If you would like 
information about obtaining a pay-for-play or commercial license to the Software, please call 
Interplay Productions in the US at (949) 553-6655. 

Acceptance of License Terms: By acquiring and retaining this Software, you assent to the terms 
and restrictions of this limited license. If you do not accept the terms of this limited license, you 
must return the Software together with all packaging, manuals and other material contained 
therein to the store where you acquired the Software for a full refund. 

BALDUR'S GATE Tales of the Sword Coast: ©1999 BioWare Corp. All Rights Reserved. BioWare 
Infinity Engine ©1998 Bioware Corp. All Rights Reserved. GameSpyLite ©1999 GameSpy 
Industries, Inc. HEAT.NET ©998 SegaSoft Networks, Inc. Baldur's Gate, Baldur's Gate Tales of 
the Sword Coast, FORGOITEN REALMS, the FORGOITEN REALMS logo, ADVANCED DUNGEONS & DRAGONS, 
the AD&D logo, TSR and the TSR logo are trademarks of TSR, Inc .. a subsidiary of Wizards of 
the Coast, Inc., and are used by Interplay under license. Black Isle Studios and the Black Isle 
Studios logo, Interplay, the Interplay logo, and "By Gamers. For Gamers." are trademarks of 
Interplay Productions. BioWare, the BioWare logo, and The BioWare Infinity Engine are 
trademarks of BioWare Corp. Dolby, the Dolby Surround Logo and the double-D symbol are 
trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation. Creative, Environmental Audio, and the 
Environmental Audio Logo are trademarks of Creative Technology Ltd. GameSpy and the 
GameSpy logo are registered trademarks of GameSpy Industries, lnc. All Rights Reserved. HEAT, 
HEAT.NET and the HEAT logo are trademarks of SegaSoft Networks, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
Windows®95 and Windows®98 are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. All Rights Reserved. 
Exclusively licensed and distributed by Interplay Productions. All other trademarks and 
copyrights are property of their respective owners. 
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Interplay Website 
Welcome to the Interplay Web! As a company dedicated to providing innovative, 
high-quality interactive entertainment software, we are always striving to stay as close 
as possible to the leading edge of technology. This Web site is the latest example of our 
ongoing effort to provide a wealth of information and opportunities to you. 

As a company of fanatic gamers, we love the idea of gamers all over the world tapping 
into cyberspace to see, touch and feel our latest games. No hype, no marketing 
campaign; just great games. To make it work, our goal is to keep this site fresh and new, 
to make it a place where you can tell US what you like about our games ... and what you 
don't like about them. So use the feedback options on these pages and sound off. 

Enjoy your visit in our Web site, explore all the different areas we have to offer, and come 
back soon. Check us out in the weeks and months ahead; we will be introducing new and 
exciting areas for you to experience. 

Once again, welcome. 

Brian Fargo 
C.E.O. 

How to get there 
From your Internet account, point your 
favorite browser to: 
www.interplay.com 

Interplay Web Store 
Interplay's World Wide Web site is an Internet service designed to give you the latest 
information about Interplay and our products. 

This site features our demos, upgrades, product information and ordering information. 

Looking for a quick, easy way to get your favorite Interplay games? Well look no 
further ...... you can now order directly from Interplay. just turn on your computer and go 
to www. interplay-store.corn. 

This is your one-stop shop for everything Interplay. Buy the hottest new releases or 
maybe get a copy of that hard-to-find game that you've been looking for. Purchase 
some ultra-cool merchandise; or make a bid on a unique collectible in the Online 

Auction. All this, seasonal specials and much more. 

So don't delay ...... go to 
www.interplay-store.com and 
get shopping!! 
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The Next Epic RPG from Black Isle Studios, 
The Producers of Baldur's Gate™ and Fallout™ 2. 
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